
Monday Classes
Class Time Teacher Cost Description
Advanced Survival, Part 2, Ages 9-14 9-10 am Thrive 

Outdoors
105$     This course will build on previous survival work.  Hands on instruction of Thrive Outdoors BIG 5 curriculum, to include shelter 

building, fire building, water purification, and hunting / gathering (no real animals will be harmed). Off-site activities at Dors 
Pond and The Massabesic Audubon whenever possible (Transport provided by Thrive Outdoors).  This course is open to new 
students and those previously enrolled in Survival courses.

AP History Preparation, 14 weeks, 
ages 14+

9-10:30 
AM

Robert Daniel  $     155 This fourteen week long course, in two parts, is designed to scaffold a student in any A.P. history course.  Students will get 
preparation for their chosen A.P. history exam with highly differentiated learning both in class and on Canvas:  Short and pithy 
videos, novel use of many graphics, crafting essay writing styles for beginners and individualization for people with language 
impairments and processing disorders.  This course is constructed to scaffold preparation for different history A.P. exams 
simultaneously, since all A.P. history courses follow the same basic format and have similar components. It is also designed for 
students with unusual learning styles or challenges.  The instructor is a college history instructor who also has experience 
teaching A.P. history exams in high school.  This is NOT a sequential course: Student may take either or both sections.

Beginner & Advanced Ukulele, 8+ 1-2 pm Let's Play Music  $     105 The ukulele is an instrument that is easy to learn and fun to play!  The instructor will guide both beginners and advanced 
students.  Songs will span the decades and will include recent popular songs and Disney hits.  No experience is necessary but it 
is strongly recommended to have your own ukulele.  Instruments are available for purchase from Let's Play Music for $25.

Beginner Ballet and Creative 
Movement

1-2:30 pm Melissa Lewis  $     155 Journey with us on an early childhood adventure where we will explore Language Arts, Mathematics, Nature Study, 
Movement, and Art through Waldorf inspired stories and activities.

Beginning Survival, Part 2, Ages 6+ 10-11 am Thrive 
Outdoors

105$     This course will build on previous survival work.  Hands on instruction of Thrive Outdoors BIG 5 curriculum, to include shelter 
building, fire building, water purification, and hunting / gathering (no real animals will be harmed). Off-site activities at Dors 
Pond and The Massabesic Audubon whenever possible (Transport provided by Thrive Outdoors).  This course is open to new 
students and those previously enrolled in Survival courses.

Circus Arts, Ages 10-14, 6-10 10-11 am, 
11-noon

Flying Gravity 
Circus

145$     Circus Arts is a fun way to practice a growth mindset and work on mastering skills that, though they may at first seem difficult, 
are easily attainable with steady practice. Circus skills improve strength, flexibility, coordination, balance, self-confidence and 
social skills. Students will be given instruction in a wide range of circus skills, including basic tumbling and acrobatics, ball 
juggling, diabolo (Chinese yo-yo), trick sticks, rolling globe, rola bola (balance board), poi spinning, and human pyramids. There 
will also be time for improvisational games and clowning exercises, with an emphasis on fun and play. Circus is an excellent 
bridge between sports and performing arts, and often interests children coming from these backgrounds or neither.  With so 
many different skills, there is something in our program for everyone.

Comic Book Arts, ages 11+ 10-11 am Unchartered 145$     By popular request we explore the writing, sketching editing and finalizing of a single comic over the weekly sessions. 
Advanced tools such as archival pencils, quality marker paper and field notebooks will be provided to every student. 
Geometry, the use of a grid, narrative development and drawing skill is covered in this course. This course does require regular 
attendance and substituting students is not recommended. There is a minimum requirement of 8 students to run this class.

Creative Building, Ages 6-12 9-10 am Brickapalooza 105$     Young children are given basic challenges and are encouraged to build creatively in a hands on environment.  The instructor 
uses a variety of methods to guide students through the problem solving process ensuring the students learn and have fun at 
the same time. Children learn about basic math, science, and engineering principles including friction, simple levers, motion, 
and momentum.  In some sessions team building will be encouraged to solve problems like planning a home of the future, a 
tower, or building simple items for use around the house.We will have a different theme introduced each week.  In all cases 
children are encouraged to think “outside the box”, experiment, test, and improve on their solutions.
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Class Time Teacher Cost Description
D&D: How to Play 2:30-3:30 

pm
Robert Daniel 105$     Learn how to play Dungeons and Dragons by actually playing it.  This is good for anyone who does not yet know how to play D 

& D.  It is also a pre-requisite to taking history D & D for anyone who does not already play the game.  It is also good for 
parents whose kids are in history D & D and is open to parents.  We will learn how to make characters, types of problem 
solving and strategies used in the game and all of the resources needed for the game.  No materials necessary – all will be 
provided and most is online.  It is however a great idea to register online with D & D Beyond (https://www.dndbeyond.com).

Historical D&D, Ancient Chinese 
Secret, Part 1, Ages 8+

1-2:30 pm Robert Daniel 155$     Learn about Ancient Egyptian culture and history by playing D & D.  Choose a hero from ancient history to investigate the most 
mysterious site of an ancient civilization in this sensory-integrated learning-based style of the famous role playing game…and 
please try to get along with your allies and not get them killed.  If you don’t know how to play, not a problem: You will learn as 
you go. The primer course on how to play is strongly recommended, however, for people who do not know the rules of the 
game.  You may join either part of this two part campaign, or both parts. killed.  If you don’t know how to play, not a problem: 
You will learn as you go

Elementary Drawing and Painting, 
ages 6-11

11-noon Unchartered 145$     Students will learn how to use a variety of pencils and why they have different values. We will draw basic geometric forms and 
then a small still-life. Expanding upon what we learn in pencil we will learn how to create color and value with watercolor, 
repeat the geometric form exercise with paints and then complete a larger watercolor painting of a still life. Students may 
bring in a small toy for their final still life if desired, otherwise flowers and vegetables will be provided. There is a minimum 
requirement of 8 students to run this class.

Homeschool Gym, All Ages 8:30-10 
am

Thrive 
Outdoors

155$     Thrive Outdoors has a new facility complete with gym.  In this course, students will be divided by age group, and will focus on 
a different skill or game for a couple of weeks before moving onto something new.  Thrive's gym has a climbing wall, a low 
ropes course, and so much more.  Help your kids work off some of their pent-up energy with this course. Students can either 
be dropped off at Thrive's gym (190 Elm Street), or Thrive will provide transportation from Latitude with a signed waiver.  
Students will need to be picked up from Thrive. All students need to wear appropriate attire for exercise.

Improv, ages 9+ 9-
10/10:30

Jon Pawelko  
$105/$1
55 

Improv Comedy. For ages 9+, no experience is required.  This high-energy class will cover several elements of the 
improvisational process through Improv games.  Have fun while increasing confidence and improving communications skills.  
Develop interesting characters and action-packed scenes in a nurturing environment.

Interconnectedness, Part 1, Ages 12+ 10:30-
noon

Robert Daniel 155$     In a series of educational escape room challenges, explore how humans are interconnected with each other and with nature. 
How and why do human beings use the environment to solve problems for each other? Answer that question by living it!   
Each class explores one vital concept in the history of human cooperation.  Each class consists of a timed thirty minute escape 
room challenge and an age-appropriate introduction to many major concepts from seminal philosophers: Ayn Rand’s reason; 
Marx’ idea of class; Locke’s Mankind in nature; Durkheim’s Division of Labor; Aristotle’s Ethics; and Hayek’s extended order. 
There is a minimum requirement of six students to run this class. Part 2 will be offered Fourth Quarter.

Mars, Ages 10-14, 14+ 11-noon, 
1-2:30 pm

Christina 
Knickerbocker

105$     The next great adventure has begun! Humans have begun to contemplate colonizing another planet! Interplanetary habitation 
could be the solution to keeping the human species from extinction…..Designing a Mars Colony is a real multidisciplinary 
project as students consider both keeping humans alive, and happy. How will colonists get food? How will the colonist 
generate energy? How will the colonists develop a self-sustaining colony? What is the Martian environment like? What 
happens during a dust storm? How will colonists stay entertained? How will the colonist work through isolation and social 
stress? Students learn about Earth and Mars differences: atmosphere, terrain, environments, energy, hydroponics, water re-
claimation. Students will brainstorm and design solutions for food, water, energy, and other critical systems, and work 
towards building a colony model from recycled materials.

Research and Writing Skills, Ages 12+ 2:30-3:30 
pm

Sharon 
Osborne

105$     With the internet, information is everywhere.  But how do we know what sources are reliable? Is it enough to rely on Snopes 
or is there value in journal articles? What is the proper way to cite sources? How do we avoid plagiarism? How is a 
bibliography created? Should footnotes or endnotes be used?  Knowing how to properly research, use all of the resources in a 
library, find trustworthy information online, and then combine this information to prove a thesis is valuable, especially for 
students who will take liberal arts courses in advanced education.  This course will involve outside work to gain the necessary 
research skills.
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Class Time Teacher Cost Description
Shakespearean Comedy, Ages 12+ 1-2:30 pm Sharon 

Osborne
 $     155 Can we find humor today in 400 year-old comedy? Is Shakespeare relevant still today? What modern movies and shows are 

based on these plays? The Taming of the Shrew and Much Ado About Nothing are filled with physical humor, jokes, 
miscommunication, trickery, and so much more.  We will uncover the treasures within, act out some scenes, and create 
projects related to the plays.  Students will need their own copies of these works for this course.

Simple Machines & Mechanical 
Engineering, Ages 8-14

10-11 am Brickapalooza 105$     Using proven curriculum students will build simple and motorized machines learning about levers, pulleys, measurements, 
gear ratios, and much more.  Children work in small groups to first build mechanisms based on lesson instructions and when 
familiar with the challenge children will be asked to improve on the design. As summarized in the LEGO Education materials 
“Students will investigate the principles of simple machines, mechanisms, and structures; experiment with balanced and 
unbalanced forces and friction; measure distance, time, speed, and weight; and much more.”  Every class is different and 
challenges encourage critical thinking.  Students that may repeat a session to investigate new solutions to problems.

The Young Naturalist, ages 6-11, ages 
9-14

9-10 am, 1-
2 pm

Unchartered 145$     Every week students will compare two similar looking but very different creatures. We will learn to look for differences and 
understand why the similarities evolved. Every week produces a handmade project to emphasize the concepts covered.  There 
is a minimum requirement of 8 students to run this class.

Videogame Programming, Ages 8+ 10:30-
noon

Jon Pawelko 155$     This is a mixed-age class with 3 programming environments that will be tailored to the age, experience, and interests of the 
students.  Students ages 8+ or brand new to programming will learn the Scratch programming language.  Students ages 12+ 
can learn HTML and JavaScript.  Experienced programmers and students 13+ can learn 3D gaming on the Unity platform.  A 

Wednesday Classes 
Arduino Programming, Ages 8+ 2:30-3:30 

pm
Nate Glaser 105$     Arduino is an open source programming language used to control devices.  In this class, you will explore programming devices 

to work for you like sensors, lights, bells, and more.  

Civics, ages 10-14 11-noon Kitty Michelotti 105$     The first rule of civics class is we don’t talk about civics class. The second rule of civics class is we Don’t. Talk. About. Civics. 
class! If you’ve been in this class already, you know. If you haven’t been yet, please come. Join us in a class where we try to 
understand this world you’re going to inherit. As I present the current and past state of affairs of the world and our country, 
we have conversations bordering on hilarious, sometimes dark, but always honest.  My goal is to empower and educate you all 
and encourage you to question everything, especially me! 

D&D: How to Play 2:30-3:30 Robert Daniel 105$     
Learn how to play Dungeons and Dragons by actually playing it.  This is good for anyone who does not yet know how to play D 
& D.  It is also a pre-requisite to taking history D & D for anyone who does not already play the game.  It is also good for 
parents whose kids are in history D & D and is open to parents.  We will learn how to make characters, types of problem 
solving and strategies used in the game and all of the resources needed for the game.  No materials necessary – all will be 
provided and most is online.  It is however a great idea to register online with D & D Beyond (https://www.dndbeyond.com).

Drumming for Beginners, Ages 8+ 1:30-2:30 
pm

Let's Play Music 145$     Students will learn drum set basics: how to play a rock beat, how to play with a recording, and how to play in a band.  Any 
student may participate in the class.  The class will be in a "master class" format.  There will be one drum set and students will 
each have an opportunity to play on it after instruction. Students will need to provide their own sticks.  

Drumming for Intermediate, Ages 8+ 2:30-3:30 
pm

Let's Play Music 145$     Students will learn drum set basics: how to play a rock beat, how to play with a recording, and how to play in a band.  Any 
student may participate in the class.  The class will be in a "master class" format.  There will be one drum set and students will 
each have an opportunity to play on it after instruction. Students will need to provide their own sticks.  

Early Child Waldorf Inspired 
Exploration, Ages 3+

1-2:30 pm Melissa Lewis 155$     Journey with us on an early childhood adventure where we will explore Language Arts, Mathematics, Nature Study, 
Movement, and Art through Waldorf inspired stories and activities.

Engineering & Design, Ages 6-10 10-11 am Renaissance 
Kids

145$     Each week we will learn about and different areas of engineering and build a take home project. We will also learn about 
product design methods to help us get more creative! There is a minimum requirement of six registered children to run this 
class.  Children age 5 will be permitted in this class with the approval of the teacher.
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Class Time Teacher Cost Description
Experiential US History, Ages 13+ 9-10 am Robert Daniel 145$     Learn the basics of U.S. history, including many novel yet vital topics, with escape room challenges and mental puzzles, 

reenactment activities and open discussion of fascinating primary sources.  The period covered in this course is the earliest 
ancient foreign contact with North America through the year 1870.  The methods used are experiential and Socratic 
discussion.  The content will be thematic: de-emphasizing politics and battles, the content will include milestones in the arts, 
science and philosophy.  When complex issues or events are discussed, numerous competing theories of the causes are 
presented to ensure that there is no ideological agenda driving the course.  This course is a vital supplement to the AP 
Preparation course. You may take either part of this two part course, or both parts.

Gameschooling, ages 6+ 11-noon Kitty Michelotti 105$     Can’t get enough of playing board games with your fellow homeschoolers and not being bored (see what I did there)? Kids, 
bring in your favorites to share with the class and learn to play new ones. Parents, your kids will practice math (scoring, 
Parcheesi), geography (National Parks, Ticket to Ride), spelling (bananagrams, Munchkin), reading (Exploding kittens) spatial 
relations (rush hour, blokus) and most of all “soft skills" like; good sportsmanship, taking turns, and that dreaded word all 
homeschoolers “love,” socialization! (dun dun duuuun)

Global Mythology, ages 10+ 2:30-3:30 
pm

Kitty Michelotti 105$     Already love Zeus, Ra, and Odin? Who doesn’t, really. But do you know about Ta’aroa, Hathor, and Huitzilopochtli? It’s time to 
expand your mythological prowess to include a few more continents and cultures. From Korean origin stories of gods and 
spirits beginning life on earth, to the Navajo myth of weaving being a gift from the Spider Woman, we will discover a whole 
world of mythology. Each week we will read a different story and find out where on the map it originated. We will try our 
hands at sculpting, weaving, and painting in the traditions of the culture, use our tongues to try out the languages, treat our 
ears to music, and record it all in a journal that would make Hiccup Horrendous Haddock the 3rd proud. While prior knowledge 
of mythology would be enriching, it is not required as we will probably revisit some well known areas of mythology, but the 
lesser-known myths. Join us if you want to know why Devil’s Tower has the lines that it does (according to Sioux legend), how 
Orion and the Pleiades became the constellations they are (according to the Greeks), and how a beautiful, fish-eyed goddess 
warrior in South India knew when she met the man of her dreams. 

Historical D&D: Campaign TBD, ages 
8+

1-2:30 pm Robert Daniel 155$     Choose a hero from ancient history to investigate the most mysterious site of an ancient civilization in this sensory-integrated 
learning-based style of the famous role playing game…and please try to get along with your allies and not get them killed.  If 
you don’t know how to play, not a problem: You will learn as you go. The primer course on how to play is strongly 
recommended, however, for people who do not know the rules of the game.  You may join either part of this two part 
campaign, or both parts. killed.  If you don’t know how to play, not a problem: You will learn as you go.

Historical D&D: Mourning in Amara, 
14 weeks long, ages 8+

1-2:30 pm Robert Daniel 155$     Learn about Ancient Egyptian culture and history by playing D & D.  Choose a hero from ancient history to investigate the most 
mysterious site of an ancient civilization in this sensory-integrated learning-based style of the famous role playing game…and 
please try to get along with your allies and not get them killed.  If you don’t know how to play, not a problem: You will learn as 
you go. The primer course on how to play is strongly recommended, however, for people who do not know the rules of the 
game.  You may join either part of this two part campaign, or both parts. killed.  If you don’t know how to play, not a problem: 
You will learn as you go

History of Human Philosophy, Part 1, 
ages 13+

10:30-
noon

Robert Daniel 155$     Learn the structure and functions of philosophy, then survey the major philosophical schools of the world from 3,000 years 
ago up to the beginning of the western Renaissance.  Learn the core concepts of the seminal works through Socratic 
discussion, puzzle solving and sometimes looking at artistic manifestations of them.  Each session will introduce a different 
one of the most important philosophical works, identify its basic premises and also discuss the real life results of their 
application.  

Hola! Much Gusto. Intro to Spanish, 
Ages 9+

9-10 am Viviana 
Figueroa

155$     Sing and Move en Español provides instruction in pronunciation and vocabulary building inspired by the principles of the Total 
Physical Response method; the goal is to create a link between speech and action in order to boost vocabulary acquisition and 
expression.   Songs, playtime, and storytime are heavily used. This class builds upon first semester, but new students are 
encouraged to enroll.
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Homeschool Gym, Ages 6-12, Ages 12+ 8:30-10 

am, 2:30-4 
pm

Thrive 
Outdoors

155$     Thrive Outdoors has a new facility complete with gym.  In this course, students will be divided by age group, and will focus on 
a different skill or game for a couple of weeks before moving onto something new.  Thrive's gym has a climbing wall, a low 
ropes course, and so much more.  Help your kids work off some of their pent-up energy with this course. Students can either 
be dropped off at Thrive's gym (190 Elm Street), or Thrive will provide transportation from Latitude with a signed waiver.  
Students will need to be picked up from Thrive. All students need to wear appropriate attire for exercise.

How to Keep a Penguin Cold, Ages 8-
12

1-2:30 pm Christina 
Knickerbocker

155$     Like animals everywhere, Antarctic penguins are adjusting, or not, to changes in their habitat. With extensive field research on 
their existing colonies, and a 45,000 year-old record of bone and egg shell deposits, we know more about how Antarctic 
penguins will adjust to rapid climate change than almost any other creature on Earth. Students will be able to create a post 
card and send it to scientists in Antarctica, who will in turn, return the post card with the unique Antarctica stamp. Students 
will also create a flag to send, which the scientists will post near a nest. Our students will also have the chance to help count 
the eggs during the season. And students will be able to submit questions to the scientists. Students will learn about 
environmental science, penguin science, and thermodynamics. They will get the chance to build a solar oven, and a thermos. 
They will also get a chance to build a house and see heat loss through infared photography. By the end of class, the students 
will be tasked with creating a habitat where a penguin (penguin shaped ice cube) will need to survive a heat box for up to 10 
minutes. ***Materials  Fee $20 *** This Class will have two sessions in December, on the 3rd and 10th. These classes are to 
create the post cards and the flag. These items need to be mailed and shipped by a certain date to ensure they are received in 
Antarctica.

Improv, Ages 9+ 1-2:30 pm Jon Pawelko 155$     Improv Comedy. For ages 9+, no experience is required.  This high-energy class will cover several elements of the 
improvisational process through Improv games.  Have fun while increasing confidence and improving communications skills.  
Develop interesting characters and action-packed scenes in a nurturing environment.

Intro to Theatre, Ages 6-13 11-noon Hugh 
MacGregor

145$     This course, designed for elementary to younger middle school, teaches students the foundations of theatrical performance, 
which include building skills in movement, voice, and diction, with the goal of rehearsing and performing polished pieces.  
These pieces include monologues, scenes, and movement pieces. In addition to teaching students specialized skills, this course 
will help build confidence and expression. There is a minimum requirement of six students to run this class.

Lessons for the Young Economist, 
Ages 12+

9-10:30 
am

Jon Pawelko 155$     Ages 12+ with no prerequisites, this class is based on Dr. Robert Murphy's home-schooling economics textbook, Lessons for 
the Young Economist.  Learn free market principals through interactive discussions and assignments.  Students will apply the 
knowledge learned to simulated businesses of their choice. 

Middle School Human Anatomy, Ages 
11-14

1-2:30 pm Kitty Michelotti 155$     Well, you’ve made it this far in that body you’re in, but do you know how it works and why? We will cover the anatomy and 
physiology of the various systems of the body. Specifically the skeletal, muscular, reproductive ,digestive, nervous, circulatory, 
respiratory, endo and exocrine systems. Discussing the body and its functions can elicit different responses from young men 
and women in this age group. I am a very open and honest person and will do my best to answer questions in an age-
appropriate manner.

Musical Theatre, Ages 12+ 11-noon Let's Play Music 105$     
This class will delve into the fun genre of musical theatre.  Vocal techniques, repertoire, dance choreography, staging, and 
expressing appropriate emotions on stage will be taught.  The materials chosen will be done so based on age levels, interest, 
vocal ranges, experience, and abilities.  Students with all skill levels can participate in this class.  New material will be covered 
each quarter.  At the end of quarter two, students will perform at Latitude's Performance Night on December 13th.

My Place in Space, Ages 6-10 10-11 am Kitty Michelotti 105$     Geography is fun! Let’s look at your world through the lens of an explorer and discover how to get from your house to 
anywhere you want to go. Want to see elephants in Botswana? Let’s plan how to get there, what we’ll need to pack, what 
language(s) we’ll have to speak, and what we’ll eat upon arrival. Know where McMurdo station is and how people can live in 
the coldest place on Earth? Wait, where is the Earth to begin with? From the Milky Way Galaxy down to the direction your bed 
is facing, together we will discover your place in space. And maybe a few others. We will read books (some of them in the 
dark!), watch videos, consult travel manuals, sing songs, read maps, play with legos, and have fun!

Simple Circuits, Ages 6-10 9-10 am Renaissance 
Kids

145$     We will learn about electrical circuits as we build projects to take home each week. We will also study amazing inventors who 
created the electrical marvels we have today. There is a minimum requirement of six registered children to run this class.  
Children age 5 will be permitted in this class with the approval of the teacher.
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The Black Plague, Ages 14+, Ages 10-
14

9-10:30, 
2:30-3:30 
pm

Christina 
Knickerbocker

105$     Problem-Based Learning units immerse students in real-world, complex situations. While searching for a solution to the 
problem, students simultaneously develop a deep understanding of a variety of subjects and improve their skills in research, 
higher-order thinking, decision making, and more. Students will immerse themselves into an era when the Black Plague was 
rampant through England and India.  Students will use primary sources, role-playing, and research to find a solution for their 
town to survive.  Each student will receive a role of a person in the town, learning about the role, how he or she interacts with 
the town, and how the plague affects him or her. Students will research their role, and in character, help to find a solution to 
the impending plague.  Students will also learn about the various types of plagues prevalent. The class will include discussion, 
team collaboration, and problem solving. 

Theatre, Ages 11+ 10-11 am Hugh 
MacGregor

145$     From the Parker School of Drama in Concord, Hugh Macgregor brings his years of theatrical experience to provide students a 
well rounded theatrical experience.  Students will learn to interpret scripts, play acting games, work on voice projection, and 
performance skills.  This quarter will prepare students for a production in the spring.

Theatre, Advanced, ages 11+ noon- 
1pm

Hugh 
MacGregor

145$     From the Parker School of Drama in Concord, Hugh Macgregor brings his years of theatrical experience to provide students a 
well rounded theatrical experience.  Students will learn to interpret scripts, play acting games, work on voice projection, and 
performance skills.  This quarter will prepare students for a production in the spring.

Ven Hablar Conmigo, ages 13+ 10:30-
noon

Viviana 
Figueroa

155$     ¡Ven hablar conmigo - Talk with confidence en español provides instruction in vocabulary, grammar, and literacy with an 
emphasis on sentence structure and promoting confidence in speaking in Spanish.  Similar to ¡Hola, mucho gusto! Intro to 
Spanish, the goal is to attain the building blocks of language acquisition in order to create short, simple sentences from which 
the student can add more complex vocabulary and grammar as they continue their studies. Activities include songs, play, 
reading, and writing on an array of themes (basic literature and culture).   This class is open to students who are new to 
Spanish, or those who have experience.

VEX Robotics, Ages 8+ 1-2:30 pm Nate Glaser 155$     Using a VEX IQ kit and Modkit programming, students will build and program task-oriented robots. Working collaboratively, 
learners will conceptualize and construct an obstacle course and/or task for a robot to complete. They will then build the 
robot and learn to program it to overcome the obstacle course or complete the task. Students will work in teams, and every 
team will get time to design, build, and program.  Students are encouraged to watch YouTube videos on past VEX robotics 
builds and competitions. Students who wish to play with Modkit at home are welcome to download the software onto their 
iPads or computers. This class is open to students who have previously enrolled in VEX or are new to robotics. There is a 
minimum requirement of six students to run this class.

Videogame Programming, Ages 8+ 10:30-
noon

Jon Pawelko 155$     This is a mixed-age class with 3 programming environments that will be tailored to the age, experience, and interests of the 
students.  Students ages 8+ or brand new to programming will learn the Scratch programming language.  Students ages 12+ 
can learn HTML and JavaScript.  Experienced programmers and students 13+ can learn 3D gaming on the Unity platform.  A 
short computer science lesson will be taught to the full class and students will then break up into their chosen platform for 
individual and team project work.  Students will need a Windows or Mac laptop to bring to class.  90 minutes.
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